
Supplement 3: Aneuploidy rates in vertebrates 

Data on aneuploidy rates is imperfect.  It is hard to distinguish early mitotic errors from meiotic 

ones, IVF (or related technologies) may affect zygotes [1] (but similar numbers of meiotic 

aneuploids are seen in in vivo and in in vitro analysis in cows [2]) and, at least in humans, analysis of 

IVF embryos may be subject to ascertainment bias. Furthermore, rate estimates may depend on 

maternal age [3] and, as aneuploidy tends to be embryonically lethal [4], contingent on how early 

the embryos are examined.  Inbreeding of lab maintained stocks may also force homozygosity and 

a more harmonious meiosis which need not reflect rates in the wild.  With these caveats I consider 

the available data.   

 

Zebrafish lay eggs which require no parental care [5] and disperse after birth thus likely avoiding 

intra-brood competition.  Analysis of fish strain EKW indicates that of 455 cases with informative 

polymorphisms there were no incidences of chromosome gain from the mother and of 935 

instances no cases of chromosome loss from females [see Fig 4C in 6]. This is consistent with the 

prediction of negligible aneuploidy and an estimate of a per chromosome rate of approximately 

zero.  The strain employed is the most diverse of all zebrafish lab strains and as diverse as some 

wild caught populations [7] that are typically assumed to be outbred [8].  The diversity in EKW is 

higher than that of humans [8].  Inbreeding and associated homozygosity is thus unlikely to explain 

the low rates.  

 

In egg laying Xenopus (N=18) chromosome nondisjunction leading to gain of a chromosome 

in oocyte meiosis I is “very rare”, with none observed in 204 instances, giving an upper 95% 

confidence interval of less than 2% [9]. Again, the per chromosome rate is thus estimated to be 

around zero.  In this instance the source stock was supplied directly from a company and there 

was no indication of heterozygosity or breeding program. Thus we cannot be sure that this low 

rate is not owing to homozygosity. 

 

In birds there also is little potential for early reproductive compensation as embryonic provisioning 

is fixed (yolk allocation) and birds will sit on inviable eggs.  In the well-studied species for which 

trisomy data is available (chickens and zebra finches), the mother lays a clutch of eggs that will all 

be incubated no matter whether some are inviable [10].  In comparison to comparable multi-

offspring per brood females (mice, pigs etc), these birds save neither resources (the resources in 

the egg are given in advance) nor time (the clutch will need incubating).  Energetic costs of egg 

production and incubation are considerable in both chickens and zebra finches, especially at lower 



temperatures (see [10] and refs therein).  Parental care might however enable some degree of 

compensation. Overall expectations are again that rates should be below human rates. Of 4182 

four day chick embryos examined only 0.2% were trisomics [11]. With four chromosomes 

examined this provides an estimate of 0.05% per chromosome. Similarly, with 9 chromosomes 

analysed and a trisomic rate of 0.33% of embryos, Fechheimer’s analysis (of slightly earlier 

embryos) suggest trisomy at about 0.04% per chromosome per embryo [12].  The 2N-1 rate is a 

third lower.  Not all of these are maternally derived.  The level of inbreeding is unclear and analysis 

was done visually. 

 

These numbers are in accord with a microsatellite-based assessment of 6 of 40 chromosomes in 

zebra finches with 857 embryos culled after 4 days of artificial incubation.  Here 0.6% had one or 

more loci with three alleles [13]. Of affected individuals, 44% showed evidence for trisomy, thus 

we estimate a rate of 0.04% per large chromosome, not all of which were from female meiosis (6 

of 8, hence ~0.03% trisomy per chromosome of maternal origin). In the case of zebra finches the 

trisomy identification was done genetically with stocks maintained to avoid inbreeding as this is 

known to cause high embryonic mortality rates [13]. 

 

 

None of the bird estimate provides data on embryo level trisomy as most bird chromosomes are 

tiny.  The zebra finch work was extrapolated to estimate as an upper bound [13].  Trisomics explain 

no more than a quarter of embryonic deaths (this is quite liberal as many chromosomes are very 

small and possibly incompatible with embryonic mortality in trisomy) [13].  With approximately 

17% early embryonic mortality in this species in the wild, this suggests perhaps a trisomy rate no 

higher than 4% (some proportion of which are female meiosis I aneuploids). Thus, despite their 

very high haploid numbers in birds embryonic aneuploidy rates must be substantially lower than 

the human rates (20—40%) on both a per embryo and, most especially, on per chromosome level 

(0.04% in birds, ~1-2% in humans).  

 

By the reproductive compensation argument, in contrast to the above cases where we see low 

levels of aneuploidy, cows should be closer to the human range with both comparable pregnancy, 

parental care and single offspring per brood.  Cows do indeed have high aneuploidy rates, also in 

the 25-40% range, nearly all derived from meiosis I trisomy in females [14, 15]. This comes with 

the caveat that these are in vitro fertilizations (but see [2]). As required by the model, trisomics are 

much less likely to be brought to term [14] thus enabling reproductive compensation.  These rates 



are thus comparable to humans on both a per chromosome (N=30, rate ~0.8-1.3%) and per 

embryo rate.   

 

In cross bred pigs rates may be slightly lower (11 of 77 =14.3% of early embryos are aneuploids 

[16], 10.4% of which involved loss/gain of one or a few chromosomes as opposed to more 

extensive imbalance). This also declines rapidly in slightly older embryos indicative of inviability 

[17].  With a haploid chromosome number of just N=18, the slightly lower rate may reflect 

approximate equality across mammals for the per chromosome rate (~1%). For porcine 

chromosomes 1 and 10 there is a 1.8% trisomy rate [18], consistent with a ~1% per chromosome 

rate.   

 

In principle data from mice could be revealing.  Laboratory mice are highly inbred while the above 

models have assumed an absence of inbreeding.  At extreme inbreeding levels a selfish centromere 

is likely to be partnered with a clonal relative not an unrelated version.  This being so, selection to 

poison the embryo should be nullified. More mechanistically, with no differences between the 

maternal and paternal centromeres preferential attachment to a spindle in female meiosis I seems 

difficult. The model thus predicts lower aneuploidy rates in inbred species. Consistent with 

expectations, in inbred mice aneuploidy rates are very low  (<1%)[19].  By contrast, from hybrid 

mice (the best model we have for intra-specific outbred mice) rates are comparable to humans 

(~20%) [19] especially when viewed on the per chromosome basis (N=20, rate ~1% per 

chromosome). In the oocytes of old female mice aneuploidy rates are as high as 60% [20], also 

comparable with humans. In between-strain intra-specific crosses aneuploidy rates of the order of 

15% are reported (WT female crosses in Table 2 in [21]), most of which are MMI derived [21].  

 

Thus, available data suggests that in outbred mammalian early embryos there is an approximately 

constant mean rate of ~1% aneuploidy per chromosome, giving an embryonic aneuploidy rate 

~N% where N is the haploid number.  While every estimate can be questioned given the 

heterogeneity of experimental set ups, the rates are more than an order of magnitude higher than 

in other vertebrates.  Broadly speaking the high aneuploidy rate in humans, and outbred mammals 

more generally, may thus be coupled to our ability to provide reproductive compensation owing 

to long pregnancy and our highly prolonged period of post-natal weaning. 
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